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MINING FOR GOLD: RATING EMPLOYEES WITH


When performance aPpraisals
rely heavily on managers' ratings
of their employees, concerns
arise about whether managers'
opinions are too subjective to
be valid and reliable. Some
companies have looked for more
objective kinds of data. A few have
begun applying a method called
data mining-using comPuters
to sift through massive amounts
of data generated by networked
computers, looking for patterns.


A relatively new idea is to
look for patterns in "social net-
worksj' that is, the Patterns of
people that individuals interact
with on a regular basis. Software
collects data about emPloYees'
online interactions, such as
e-mail traffic, address books, and
buddy lists, and measures the
amount and frequency of con-
tacts among employees. lt creates
maps showing the extent to which
each employee (represented bY
a circle) interacts {lines on the


map) with each other employee.
The software also looks at out-
comes, such as the sales volume
or billable hours produced by
each employee, in order to hunt
for relationships between social
activity and business outcomes.


For example, a studY of con-
sultants at IBM found that those
who communicate extensivelY
with their manager Produce
more revenue {through billable
hours) than other consultants.
ln contrast, if consultants have
weak ties with many managers
(perhaps trying to satisfy manY
superiors), they tend to earn
less than average. Microsoft
uses a similar type of analysis
to identify which employees
are "superconnectors," busilY
sharing ideas with others, and
which are "bottlenecks;" where
information flow stops. The
presumption is that the super-
connectors are most valuable to
the organization.


DATA MINING


eounting worker interactions
certainly is more objective than
asking a manager to rate some-
one's communications skills. The
question, of course, is whether
this type of data mining is an
effective performance measure.
For example, is the number
of e-mails a person sends and
receives a valid measure of the
extent of that person's communi-
cations? Will people in the organi-
zation accept it as a performance
measure? And wouid informing
employees that they are exPected
to send frequent electronic mes-
sages help them Produce more or
better-quality work?


Sources: Stephen Baker, "Putting a
Price on Social Connections," Business-
Week, April B, 2009, www.
businessweek.com; and Stephen
Baker, "Data Mining Moves to Human
Resources," BusinessWeek, March 1 2,
2009, www.businessweek.com.


rwo sers of information. The circle on the left represents all the information in a
performance appraisal; the circle on the right represenm all relevant.measr-rres of job


performance. The overlap of the circles contains the valid information. Information


lhar is gathered but irrelevant is "contamination." Comparing salespeople based on


hou'many calls they make to cLlstomers could be a contaminated tneasure. Making
a lot of calls does not necessarily improve sales or customer satisfaction, unless
every salesperson makes only rvell-planned calls. Information that is not gathered
but is relevant represenrs a deficiency of the performance rneasure. For example,
suplrose a company measures whether employees have good attendance records but


r-rot ,uheth.. rhey rvork efficiently. This limited performance appraisal is unlikely
to provide a fr-rll picture of employees' contribution to the company. Perlonlance


measures shouid minimize both contamination and deficiency.
. Reliability-With regard to a performance measure, reiiability describes the


consisrency of the results that the performance lneasute will deliver. Ifiterrster
reliability is consistency of resuits when more than one person measLlres performance'


Simply asking a supervisor to fate an employee's performance on a scale of 1 to 5
o,o,li.,l lik"ly have ltrv inrerrater reliability; the rating will differ deper-rding on who
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is scoring the ernployees. Test-retest reliability refers to consistency of results over


time. if a perfor*url.. measure lacks rest-retest reliability, determir-ring rvhether an


"mploy"el 
performance has truly changed over time will be impossible.


Acieptabitity-Whether or not a measure is valid and reliable, it must meet the
p.u.ii."l standarcl of being accepmble to the people who use it. For example, the
people who use a performance measure must'believe rhat it is not too tirne con-
suming. Likewise, if employe"r believe the tneasure is unfair, they will not use the
feedback as a basis for improving their performance.
SpeciJic feedback-Aperformance measute should specifically tell emptoyees what
is expected of thern and how they can meet those expectations. Being specific
helps performance management meet the goals of supporting strategy and devel'
oping employees. If a measufe does not specify what an employee must do to help
the organization achieve irs goals, it does not support the strategy. If the measure
fails to point out employees' performance problems, they will not know how to
improve.


AAethods fsr Measuring Ferformance
Organizations have developed a wide variety of rnethods for measuring performance.


Some methods rank each employee to colnpare employees' performance. Other
methods break down the evaluarion into ratings of individual attributes, behaviors,
or results. Many organizarions use a fireasurement system that includes a variety
of the preceding measllres, as in the case of applying total quality management to
perforrnance management. Table 8.1 compares these methods in terms of our criteria


for effective performance management. .


Making Comparisons
The performance appraisal method may require the rater to compare one individu-
al's performance with that of others. This method involves some fonn of ranking, in
which some employees are best, some are average, and others are worst. The usual
techniques for making comparisons are simple ranking, forced distribution, and paired
comparison.


Simple ranking requires managers to tank ernployees in their group from the
highest performer to the poorest performer. In a variation of this approach, altemaaon
ranking, the rnanager works frorn a list of employees. First, the manager decides whlch
employee is best and crosses that person's name off the list. From the remaining
names, the manager selects the worst employee and crosses off that name. The process


continues with the manager selecting the second best, second worst, third best, and
so on, until all the employees have been ranked. The rnajor downside of ranking
involves validiry. To state a performance measufe as broadly as "best" Or "worst"
doesn'r define rvhat exactly is good or bad about the person's contribution to the
organization. Ranking therefore raises questions about fairness.


Another way to compare employees'performance is with the forced-distribution
method. This type of performance measurelnent assigns a certain percentage of
employees to each category in a set of categories. For example, the organization night
esrablish the following percentages and categories:


r Exceptional-5 percent
r Exceeds standards-25 percent


t$4 Compare the
m{ior methods
fof measuring
pqrformance.


SipRle Rankino
Method of
performance
measurement that
reluires managers to
rapk employees in their
grfup from the highest
performer to the
poorest performer.


Fopced-Distribution
MFthod
Mpthod of
pelrformance


measurement that
aspigns a certain
pfrcentage of
erirployees to each


ca]tegory in a set of
ca[egofles.
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